Introduction.
This paper is a continuation of [3] . Let À be a er-finite measure on a set X, and let cp be a measurable transformation on X into itself.
Then define a composition transformation C , on L (A) as C ,f = / ° (j) for every / in L (À Hermitian if and only if /. = 1 (a.e. ) and (<p ° qb)(x) = x (a.e. ).
Proof. Suppose C, is Hermitian. Then C ± -C ,. Since C ,C , = M, , we «et C4>o<t> = c4,c4> = Mf • We can write x = LC=iE«> where A^En^ x °°f or each n, and ß C£ if m > «. If / = X' , then we obtain C-.i = Mjjn-Equivalently-x(^0^)-i(E") = /o "xe"" since ur=i(^o<^)"1(£n) = X, we can conclude that /_ = 1 (a.e.) and also (d> o 4>){x) = x (a.e.).
Conversely, suppose / = 1 (a.e.) and (çS o <f>)(x) = x (a.e.). Then C , C , = M, = / (the identity operator).
Multiplying both sides on the right by C , we get c4> C4> C4> = C4> ' C<j> C4>°<t> = C<t> ' C<p=C4>-This shows that C , is Hermitian.
Corollary. // C , is a composition operator on L (A), then C, is a projection if and only if C, = /.
Corollary. C , is Hermitian implies C , is an isometry.
